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Abstract. A companion
paperby Andreassen
et M. (thisissue)introducedandused
a nonlinear, compressible,spectral collocationcodeto addressthe relative evolutions
of two-dimensionM

motions

obtained

in two- and three-dimensionM

simulations

of

gravity wave breaking. That study illustrated the effectsof instability on the
wave field and mean flow evolution and suggestedthat two-dimensionMmodels are
unable to fully describethe physicsof the wave breakingprocess.The presentpaper
examinesin detail the structure, evolution, and energeticsof the three-dimensionM
motions accountingfor wave instability as well as their associatedtransports of
momentum and heat. It is found that this instability comprisescounterrotating
vorticeswhich evolve very rapidly within the convectivelyunstable region of a
breakingwave. Instability scalesare selectedbasedon wave geometry and vortices
are elongatedin the streamwisedirection(horizontalwavenumber
in the spa,nwise

direction)and resultin the rapid collapseof superadiabatic
regionswithin the wave
field. The resultingspectrashowclearly the transitionfrom gravity waveforcing
of harmonics of the incident wave to instability onset and evolution. Fluxes of
momentumand heat by the instability revealthe mannerin which the gravity wave
amplitude is constrainedand the influencesof instability on the wave transports
of these quantities. The breakdown of the instability structure and its evolution

towardisotropicsmMl-scMestructureis the subjectof the companionpaper by Islet
et M. (this issue).
Introduction

Simulationsthat permitted 3-D instability structures,
in contrast, exhibited a rapid instability growth, strong
In a companionpaper by Andreassenet al. [this is- constraints on the incident wave amplitude, and much
sue], we comparedthe influencesof two- and three- reducedvertical fluxes of wave energy and momentum
dimensional(2-D and 3-D) instabilitieson the evol- in and above the region of wave breaking. As a conseution and amplitude of a gravity wave that became quencewe concludedthat 2-D simulations appear unconvectivelyunstable due to upward propagationin a able to capture the essentialphysicsof the wave breakdensity-stratifiedatmosphere.When motionswere con- ing process. The purpose of this paper is to describe
fined to the plane of wavepropagation,instability took in detail the structure, evolution, and energeticsof the
the form of spanwise-uniform
rollswithin regionsof con- instability that accountsfor wave saturation in the 3-D

vective/shearinstabilitythat evolvedrelativelyslowly,
persistedfor long times, and causeda systematicextraction of energyfrom the incident wavefield. Because
of the gradual evolution of thesestructuresthe incident
wave field maintained amplitudeswell in excessof those
requiredfor convectiveinstability,yieldinglarge vertical fluxesof wave energy and momentum.

evolution.

We begin by displaying the effects of 3-D instability in the potential temperature field, both with time
and height, in section2. These illustrations emphasize
the departuresof the 3-D evolutionfrom that occurring
in 2-D and reveal the complexity of the motion field
accompanyingwave instability. The velocity and vorticity fields associatedwith the 3-D instability structure
are discussed in section 3 and reveal that the instabil-

ity comprisescounterrotatingvorticeswhichevolvevery
rapidly due to convectiveinstability within a breaking
wave. Horizontal 2-D spectra are presentedin section
4 and exhibit both the forcing of harmonicsof the in-
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cidentwavewith no transverse
(ky 7• 0) structureand of high potential temperaturefluid loopingaroundthe
the onset and evolution of instability at large transverse regionsof splashingand extending to large distances
wavenumbers. The evolution and sourcesof instability behind the wave front. Finally, the wave front in the
energy are examined in section5, while section6 pro- temporal evolution shown in Plate 1 is seen to remain
vides a discussion of the fluxes of momentum

and heat

by the instability structures. The conclusionsof our
study are presentedin section 7.

at the same location

with time because of our chosen

referenceframe. However, the small-scalestructuresex-

cited by the nonlinearwave breakingprocessare seen
to be advected rearward relative to the incident wave as

Evolution

of the

Motion

they becomedecoupledfrom the primary wave motion

Field

(seethe splashing
structures
at t = 70 to 75 in Plate1).
Our 3-D gravity wave simulation was performed in

stackeddomains
with dimensions
(4,2,4)H and(4,2,1.5) Small-Scale
H, with the lower(largerdepth)domainusedfor gravity wave excitation and the upper domain used to ex-

Structures

We now consider the small-scale

motions that account

aminewaveinstabilityat higher(isotropic)resolution. for the observedstructure in the potential temperature
Gravity wave propagationwas in the x directionwith surfaces in Plates i and 2. These motions are illusan intrinsic frequency in the lower domain of co tratedwith eddy(ky • 0) 3-D velocityvectorsconfined

•r7N/10•/7- 1 ~ N/v•, whereN isthebuoyancy
fre- to vertical and horizontal planesintersectingthe instaquency.A shearflow in the upper domainwasimposed
to confinewaveinstability to the interior of this domain
and resultedin an intrinsicfrequencyat the breaking
levelof co~ N/10. The wavemotionwasforcedfor ~

bility structure at the wave front at t - 65 in Plate 3.
The vector field in the vertical plane revealsthat each
regionwherethe wavefront is buoyedup relativeto the

of convectiveinstability within the wave field after cessation of the wave forcing in the lower domain. The
discussionin the remainder of this paper refers, for convenience,to quantities nondimensionalizedby the density scale height H, the sound speed c• - •/7gH, and

addition, a two-cell structure in the vector field in the
horizontal plane in each region which showsthat there

a time scaleHick.

is downward.

mean(ky = 0) structurecontainstwo counterrotating
3 waveperiodsas describedby Andreassen
e! al. [this cells,with upward motions at the center and downward
issue],and waveinstabilitywasseededby additionof motionsat the edges,correspondingcloselyto the disa 3-D noisespectrumand evolvedfollowingattainment placementsnoted in the above discussion.There is, in

To illustrate

the evolution

of the motion

field and the

initial developmentof instability, we show in Plates 1
and 2 the temporal and spatial variations of the potential temperature field at the site of wave instability
in a referenceframe moving with the horizontal phase
speed of the forced wave motion. Plate i displaysthe
structure of a constantpotential temperature surfaceat
a height that intersectsthe site of primary instability
within the wave field at t - 62.5, 65, 67.5, 70, 72.5,
and 75. Plate 2 illustrates

the vertical structure

of the

motion field with surfacesof constantpotential temperature spanningthe instability at t - 70.
These figuresreveal a 3-D and highly complexevolution of the wave field, with the primary, initially 2-D
wave becomingincreasinglydistorted by an instability
structure which appears to be aligned along the plane

of wavepropagation(a horizontalwavenumber
in the
spanwisedirection).At severaltransverselocationsthe
wavefront appearsto be buoyedup and retarded by the
instability, while at intermediate locations the fluid is
advanced

and driven

downward.

Relative

fluid motion

beneath the upward displacementsis opposite to that

of wavepropagation(wavepropagationis towardthe
viewerand positivex), leadingto longtonguesof fluid
extending rearward of the mean wave structure. Fluid
that is advancedahead of the mean wave structure by
the instability is seen to splash back down and gen-

is motion(1) inward(towardnegativex) beneaththe
wavefront wherethe verticalmotionis upwardand(2)
outward(towardpositivex) wherethe verticalmotion
These fields reveal an instability structure suggestive of the longitudinal rolls observedin shearedcon-

vection [Busseand Clever, 1979; Clever and Busse,
1992] and also exhibitingsimilaritiesto the counterrotating vortices observedto arise in the evolution of

unstableshearflowsin laboratoryexperiments
[Browand and Troutt, 1980, 1985; Breidenthal, 1981; Jimenez,

1983;Bernal and Roshko,1986;Lasheraset al., 1986].
In sheared flows, streamwise vorticity appears to arise
from the "translative instability" examined by Pierre-

humbertand Widnall[1982]and depictedby Lasheras
e! al. [1986].Subsequent
theoreticalandmodelingstudies by Nagala and Busse[1983], Klassenand Peltier
[1985], and Metcalfe et al. [1987] appear to support
these conclusions.Related efforts for a breakingwave

environmentby Clark and Farley [1984], Wintersand
Riley[1992],and WinletsandD'Asaro[1993]haveprovided evidence of an instability structure with several
similarities but also important differences.
To examine the instability structures more quantitatively, we present in Plate 4 the same evolution displayed in Plate i but with positive and negativecon-

tours of the x componentof vorticity,(• = Ow/OyOv/Oz, includedto illustratethe development
and effectsof thesestructures.Theseimagesshowthe vortex
pairs to evolvewithin and remain closelyalignedwith

the convectivelyunstable portion of the wave field at
early times in the instability evolution. As discussed
elongatedin the streamwisedirection. Viewing these above,each upward displacementof the wave front corfieldsfrombelow(not shown)alsorevealslongfilaments respondsto a vortex pair, with upward motions at the
erate

smaller-scale

motions

and additional

structures
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Plate 1. An isosurfaceof potential temperature within the region of primary wave breaking for
the three-dimensionalgravity wave simulation at the nondimensionaltimes shown.

and expand along the unstable phaseof the wave until
motion of the fluid (toward negativex) beneatheach they occupy more than a full cycle of the motion field.
center and downward motions at the edges. Rearward

vortex pair and forward motion between adjacent vor- There is, in particular, no evidence in our simulation
tex pairs also implies advectionof vorticity in a manner that the streamwise vorticity arises due to undulation
suggestiveof the "translativeinstability" of Pierrehum- of initially spanwise vorticity.
bertand Widnall[1982]and the laboratoryobservations The vortices occupy nearly the full depth of the unof shear flows cited above. Unlike the shear flow instastableregionand remain approximatelycircularthroughbility, however,the vorticesare initiated alongthe phase out their early evolution, suggestingthat their vertical
of the wave motion where convectiveoverturningfirst and horizontal scalesare dictated largely by the geombecomessignificant. Thereafter, they intensify rapidly etry of this region. At the early stagesof instability,
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Plate 2. As in Plate 1 but for equally spacedsurfaces.spanningthe region of wave instability at
t=70.

there are three dominantvortex pairs acrossthe wave
field becauseof the large depth over which the wave
is unstable. At later times and greater heights, however, the number of vortex pairs increasesdue to the
decreasingdepth of the unstableportion of the incident
wave field and the preferentialgrowth of disturbances

menrum and heat occur primarily within this region.
Finally, the instability structures observed in this
simulation occur at scalesvery much larger than the
model resolution and the scale at which the spectral
viscosityachievesnonzerovalues,suggestingthat they
likely representthe preferred mode of instability at this
at largerIkyl (seethe isosurfaces
at greaterheightsin stagein the wave field evolution. Additionally, we note
Plate 2). Examinationof Plate 2 alsorevealsthe vortex that a parallel simulation in which the noise variance
structures to be confined to the convectivelyunstable was increased by 5•5times yielded a virtually identical
region within the wave field during early stagesof the instability structure but which was advanced in time
evolution,suggestingthat their initial transportsof mo- by At ~ 5 due to the more energeticexcitation. Thus
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Plate 3. As in Plate 1 within the region of primary wave breaking with three-dimensionM

perturbationvelocityvectorsin (a) vertical (y,z) and (b) horizontal(x,y) planesat t = 65.
Vectorsare colorcodedby the magnitudeof the transverse
(y) component
with maximumpositive
values maroon and maximum negative valuesred.

we are confident that the results presentedhere provide
an accurate view of gravity wave breaking and instability at representativewave scalesand high intrinsic
frequencies.

and the distinctions

between

forced

motions

and in-

stability structures. To do this, we first present one-

dimensional(I-D) energy-content
spectra (kE(k)) of
kinetic energy in x and y as functions of time. We

then show2-D (k•,,k•) spectraof the motionfield to

Spectral Evolution of the Motion Field
We considerin this section the spectral character of
the 3-D motion field to identify the scalesof the dominant responses,their evolution with time and altitude,

display more clearly the discontinuousnature of the energy transfer to instability scales.

One-Dimensional

Spectra

The evolutionsof the k• spectrumfor ku - 0 and
the k• spectrumfor k• y• 0 of kineticenergy,averaged
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Plate 4. As in Plate 1 but including isosurfacesof zonal vorticity with blue positive and red

negativefor I•z[- 2.

over0.2 _<z2/z2,o_<0.6, wherez2 and z2,0are the in responseto nonlinear wave and instability processes.
nondimensional
heightand domaindepthfor the upper Unlike the 2-D simulation, however,there is only a weak
domain,are shownin Figure 1. As in the 2-D resultsde- tendencyin the 3-D simulationfor energiesto increase
scribedby Andreassen
el al. [thisissue],the 1-D spectra at higher wavenumbersand later times.
exhibit an initial excitation of the harmonics of the inIn contrastto the k• spectralevolutionthe k• spec(in ku) transferof energyto
cidentgravitywaveat k• - 0 (comparewith Figure3 of tra displaya discontinuous
that paper).Likethe 2-D simulation,
thekineticenergy and an explosivegrowthof energyat Ik•l ,,, 27rto 57r
to transversewavenumbers
2 to 5) at
is dominatedat small Ik•[ by the horizontalcomponent (corresponding
of the motion field; and as in the 2-D simulation, the early times in the instability evolution. These transfers
2-D (k• = 0) structuresin the 3-D simulationexhibit a occurprior to the excitation of motionsat larger k• and
systematictransferof waveenergytowardsmallerscales ku - 0 in the 2-D evolutionand are associated
with the
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Nyquistwavenumbers
in k• and kv are indicativeof
equalmodelresolutionin eachdirection.Thesespectra
showthe initial expansionof waveenergyfrom the in-

t=60
t=50

¸.4

2

kinetic energyaveragedoverthe sameheightsas above
in Figure 2 at t - 60, 65, 70, and 75. The wavenumbers
in each direction are nondimensional,and the common

t=90

o

DIMENSIONS,

growthandwavebreakdown
with 2-D (k•, kv)spectraof

energy spectra

0.8

0.6

IN TWO AND THREE

t=40

-

cidentmotionat k• = 4-rr/2(wavenumber
1) to larger
Ikl andku - 0. Emergence
of the vortexstructures
following the onset of instability then results in a dis-

0.2

continuous
(in kv) transferof energyfrom the kv = 0
structuresto the instabilityscalesat intermediateIkul.
The spectral description of the subsequentinstability
evolution and the transition to smaller, more isotropic

0.0
10

100 scales
ispresented
inthecompanion
paper
byIsletetal.
[thisissue].

3D k,•O kinetic

Another view of the wave and instability evolution

energy spectra

is providedby 2-D (kv,k,) spectraof kineticenergy

0.8

shown in Figure 3 at the same times as above and averaged over all x. Note, however, that the k, spectra
are expressedin terms of Chebyshevpolynomialsrather
than Fourier harmonics and thus do not represent a
unique relationship to different scales of motion. At
early times, spectral energy is confinedto the smaller

t=90

0.6

t=80
t=70
t=60

(b)og

0.4

o

-

x

0.2

Ik, I at kv - O. But asthe instabilitystructures
develop,
thereis againa transferof energyfrom the ku - 0 motionsdiscontinuously
to }kul~ }kzl~ 2rrto 5rr (wavenumbersof ~ 2 to 5). As the simulationprogresses,
the
distribution of energy remains approximatelyisotropic

0.0

in ku andk, but expandsto larger
lO

Ik,l' 2/rr

I•1)in response

100 to the smaller unstable layer depthsobservedto evolve
at later stagesof the wave field evolution.

Figure 1. One-dimensional
(a) k. and(b) ku energycontentspectraof kinetic energyat t - 40, 150,60, 70,

Instability

Energetics

80, and 90 averaged
over0.2 < z2/z2,o< 0.6.
3-D velocity fields and vortical structures seen to distort the potential temperature surfacesin Plates i to 4.

The energeticsof the instability structuresare examined by evaluating the kinetic energyof the eddy field

(ky • 0) andthe differenttermsthat contributeto eddy

kinetic energyproduction and loss. To form an eddy kiAt later times (t > 70), significanteddy kineticenergy
netic energy equation, we must first separatethe mean,
occursat wavenumbers
extendingfrom Ikyl ~ 2•r to
2-D wave, and 3-D eddy structures. This is done by
10rr(transversewavenumbers
of 2 to 10) dueto vortex
writing the total velocity, density,and pressurefields as
breakdownand the continuingevolutiontoward smaller
the sum of three terms,
scalesof motion. The decay of energy at larger wavenumbersis due to our spectral viscosityschemeincluded
to avoid aliasingnear the Nyquist wavenumbers.
r)(x,y,z,t) -- ½(z,t) + r)(x,z,t) + ½'(x,y,z,t), (1)
The instability growth in the 3-D simulationis seento
where
limit the incident wave amplitude much more severely
than in the 2-D simulation, as noted in the discussion

of the 2-D and 3-D ky - 0 resultsby Andreassen
el al.
[thisissue].Not seenin Figure1, but apparentfrom the

xoYo

r)(x,
y,z,t)dxdy(2)

vorticity contoursdisplayedin Plate 4, is the occurrence
of the predominantkinetic energyof the instability at

small Ik•l becauseof their elongatedstreamwiseand
gradually sloping structure in this direction. This fea-

•(x,z,t)- •oo r)(x,
y,z,t)dy
- r)(z,
t). (3)

ture of the instabilitystructureis revealedmore clearly
Productsof perturbation quantitiesaveragedin y are
in the discussionof 2-D spectra below.
denoted
Two-Dimensional

Spectra

The spectral evolution of the wave and instability
field is displayedduring the early stagesof instability

(½•
c•)(x,
c•(x,y,z,t)c•(x,
y,z,t)dy
t z,t)--•oo
1f0yø
(4)
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional
(k•, kv) spectraof kineticenergyat t - 60, 65, 70, and 75 averaged
over0.2 < za/za,o< 0.6 showingthe initial transferof energyto larger Ik•l at ks = 0 and
subsequently
to intermediate[ku[at smallI•1.

to distinguish
themfromthewavequantities,
½,with
k•=O.
Eddy Kinetic Energy Equation
With the abovedefinitions,the nondimensionaleddy
kinetic energy averagedin y may be written

(E')- •Yo
P•'•Y
- •(P
1•o
yø
1 +•)0'"•) (5)
where summation over repeated indicesis assumedand
we have neglectedtriple correlationsof eddy quanti-

An equationdescribingthe rate of changeof the eddy
kinetic energyis then obtainedfrom equations(1) of
Andreassenet al. [this issue]and givenby
o

o

o

o--/(•')
+ (u+ a).v(•') + •(p'•,')+ •(p'w')
= -(p+ ,a)O,'•,'•)
• - (p+,a)(w'•,'•)•(•
+ •,)

+(p'V. u') - (p'w')g- dissipation
terms,
(s)

with the same assumptionsas above.

The terms on the left-hand side of equation(8) are
the local rate of changeand advectivechangeof
nondimensional
eddypotentialandinternal(or elastic)
and the energyflux (or pressurework) contributions.
energiesare
The terms on the right-handside of equation(8) includethe source/sinktermsdueto meanand wavewind
lp+,a (0'=)
ties. For-referencethe correspondingexpressionsfor

a pressure-source
term expressingconversionbe(P')- •Yo
7-p1(•'
dy-•7- 1(•+•),(6) shear,
I fo
yø
0'):•
tween eddy kinetic and internal energies,a buoyancy

]p+,a

1fo
yø
PP')ady-

(p'2)

term representingconversionbetweeneddy kinetic and

(7)

potentialenergies[Gill, 1982;Pedlosky,1987],and the
spectralviscositydescribedby Andreassen
et al. [1993].
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Figure 3. As in Figure2, but for the two-dimensional
(ky,kz) spectrashowingthe energy
transfersto smaller scalesin y and z. The spectrahere are averagedin x.

Evolution of Eddy Kinetic Energy

paper showthe eddy kinetic energyto be generatedand
initially confinedwithin the convectivelyunstableportion of the gravity wave field, consistentwith the 3-D

The evolutionsof the domain-averagededdy kinetic
energy in the 2-D and 3-D simulationswere presented mountainwavestudyby Clark and Farley[1984].Vorin Plate 1 and Figure7 of Andreassen
et aL [thisissue]. tex structurescontinueto developand elongatewithin
There it was shown that the 3-D instability evolved the unstable portion of the wave field as this extends
much more rapidly and was significantlymore effective throughthe wave at a constantphase,due to continued
at limiting the incident gravity wave amplitude than vertical propagationand compression
of vertiaal scales.
was the 2-D instability. Our intent here is to look at The vortices(and eddykineticenergy)fail to propagate
this eddy kinetic energyevolutionin the 3-D simulation with th'e incident wave motion, however,and instead
in greater detail by consideringboth its growth within are advected with the local fluid motion into the stably
the unstable regions and its decay once these vortex stratified portion of the wave field where their growth
structures have been advected into the stable portion ceases. This allows new vortices to form within the
of the motion field. We consideronly the evolution unstable regions,leading to vortex structuresthat are
and energeticsof the coherentvortex structures in this stacked in the vertical direction and eventually occupy
paper, however. Their subsequentevolution and break- the entireregionof wavebreaking(seethe late-timeevdown to isotropic, small-scalestructuresis addressedin olution addressedin the companionpaper by Islet et al.

the companion
paperby Islet et al. [thisissue].

[thisissue]).Because
of the rapidgrowthofeddykinetic

The distribution of eddy kinetic energy within the
gravity wave field is shownat t = 60, 65, 70, and 75 in
Figure 4. Comparison of these distributions with the
2-D potential temperature profilespresentedby Andreassenet al. [thisissue]and referenceto Plate 4 of this

energy within the unstableregions,however,maximum .
valuesremain closelyalignedwith the sitesof convective
or dynamical instability.
The advection of energetic vortex structures out of
the region of convectiveinstability, and the dynamical
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Figure
4. Cross
sections
inthe(x,z)plane
ofeddy
kinetic
energy
{E')att - 60,65,70,and

75.Contour
intervals
are5 x 10-6 (zero
notshown),
withthose
att - 60smaller
bya factor
of5. Themaximum
eddykinetic
energies
occur
atlatetimes
following
wave
collapse
andshear
instability.

To assessthese variouseddy kinetic energysources
and sinks,we evaluateeachterm locally and averaged
throughoutthe upper domain. The domain-averaged
valuesare shownas functionsof time in Figure 5 and
turbulenceis addressed
by Islet e! al. [thisissue].That revealthat the buoyancyterm is indeeda major source
study suggeststhat the induced turbulence will lead of eddy kinetic energyprior to t '-• 70. Wave and mean
to significantvertical transports due to wave breaking, sheartermsalsocontributeto the generationof eddykiwith implications for the relative efficiencyof turbulent netic energyof the vortex structuresdue to the strong
mixing of momentumand heat [Fritts and Dunkerton, shearsoccurringat the lower edgeof the convectively
1985; Coy and Fritts, 1988; Mcintyre, 1989]. We ex- unstableregion at t ,-, 60 to 70. After the initial wave
pect, however,that this mixing efficiencywill also de- collapse(t > 70), however,the dominantsourceof eddy
instability at lower levels and later times, have important implicationsfor mixing and transport processesin
the atmosphere. The breakdown of these vortex and
instability structures and their transition to isotropic

pend on the incident wave structure and the relative
evolutions of eddy structures within and outside of convectively unstable layers. Thus an assessmentof this

mixing and the implied turbulent Prandtl numberbased
on our model results will be deferred until we have performed simulations to longer times and for other wave
breaking geometries.

Eddy kinetic energy sources/sinks
1.0

.......

/
/

0.8-

/

0.6

,o

/

//,'

0.4

k,

'

•

'

-•

\

'•

•

X

o
o

Sources of Eddy Kinetic Energy

o

We anticipate, on the basisof the stability analysis
by Wintersand Riley [1992]and studiesof longitudinal rolls in Rayleigh-Benard
convection,that a major
sourceof eddykineticenergywill be the buoyancyterm
because the streamwise rolls are a manifestation of a

0.2

0.0
-0.2
-0.4

,

,

,

55 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
convectiveinstabilityof the incidentgravity wavemotime
tion. Nevertheless,
the largeshearspresentin the mean
and gravity wavemotion fieldsmay alsocontributeto Figure 5. Eddykineticenergysource/sink
termsavthe creationof eddy structures,while the pressure- eraged throughout the upper domain as functionsof

source term cannot be discounted without

evaluation

time.The threecurves
showthebuoyancy
(solid),ver-

becauseit representsa conversion
from eddy internal ticalshear(longdashed),andhorizontal
shear(short
dashed),respectively.
to eddy kinetic energy.
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kinetic energy is the strong vertical shear of the horizontal motion field at lower levels associatedwith very

Evolution of Wave and Eddy Kinetic, Potential,
and Internal Energies

small local Richardsonnumbersin this region(seethe
discussion
of thisfeatureby Islet et al. [thisissue]).The
major contributorto eachshearterm is the zonal (x)

ergyfor the 2-D (ky - 0) and 3-D (ky • 0) waveand

component becauseof the dominanceof wave variance
by fi and of eddy varianceby u•. Relative to the buoyancy and shear terms, the pressure-work terms contribute very little to the creation or destructionof eddy
kinetic energy becausethey representboundary effects,
while the eddy structures have evolved apart from such
influences. Likewise, the pressure-sourceterm is small
becauseof the very small magnitude of the eddy inter-

nal energyavailablefor conversion
(seebelow).
Contours of the buoyancy, vertical shear, and hori-

zontalshearsource/sinktermsin the (x, z) planeare
shown at t Note

that

60, 65, 70, and 75 in Figures 6 to 8.

the contour

intervals

are the same for each

figure, but are smaller by a factor of 5 at t - 60 in order to display the structure with similar resolution at
each time. Figure 6 showsthe buoyancy term to lead
to eddy kinetic energy creation within the convectively
unstable regions at early times and to its destruction
within the stably stratified fluid outside these regions
at later times, as suggestedby the domMn-averaged
resultsin Figure 5. In contrast,the vertical and horizontal
shear terms act as both sourcesand sinks of eddy kinetic energyat early times but contributepreferentially
to generationdue to the largeshearsat lowerlevels. The
effectsof the shear terms for t •_ 70 are partially offset-

Vertical profilesof kinetic, potential, and internal eneddy structuresare displayedat t - 50, 60, 70, 80, and
90 in Figure 9. These profilesrevealthe energyin the
2-D fieldsto be approximatelyequipartitionedbetween
kinetic and potential, with someoscillationbetweenthe
two componentsin both spaceand time, due to wave
superposition.At early times the major contribution
is due to the incident wave as it evolvesin the strong
mean shear at lower levels. As energyis transferredto
harmonicsof this wave structure, however,the incident
wave energy decaysand the primary contributionat
later times occursin responseto the strong shearsand
dynamicalinstability inducedby the incidentwavemomentumtransportsat earlier times (seeFigures8 and

9 of Andreassen
et al. [thisissue]).The internalenergy
within the 2-D motion field, by contrast, is smaller by
a factor of ~ 100 and clearly makes almost no contri-

bution to the overall wave field energetics.
Energy in the 3-D motion field arisesinitially in the
potential energy component in two distinct height intervals(seeFigure9). This componentachievesa maximum at t • 60 and spreadsvertically throughout the
region of wave instability thereafter. The eddy kinetic
energy, in contrast, is initially much smaller than the
eddy potential energybut surpassesit at t ~ 65 and remains the larger componentto late times. Eddy interting, with corresponding
(but opposite)sourceandsink nal energy, like the 2-D internal energy, remains ~ 100
regions,but with the sourceterms larger in magnitude times smaller throughout the evolution.
reflectingthe net generationof eddy kinetic energy by
It is apparent from the small internal energiesin the
the strong wave and mean shears at lower levels and 2-D and 3-D motion fields displayedin Figure 9 why the
later times.
pressure-sourceterm in the eddy kinetic energy equa-

Buoyancy
t1.00

[erm

60

t-65

70

t-75

,

0.75

0.50
0.25

0.00

!

t1.00
0.75

0.50
0.25

0.00

0.25

0.50
x/x

o

0.75

1.00

0.25

0.50
x/x

0.75

1.00

o

Figure 6. Buoyancy
source/sink
term of eddykineticenergyas a functionof (x, z) at t - t30,
65,70, and75. Contourintervals
are2.5x 10-6 withpositive
(negative)
solid(dashed)
andthose

at t - 60 smaller by a factor of 5.
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Vertical

shear

term
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t-70

t-75
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0.75
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0.00
1.00
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0.50
0.25
0.00
0.25
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0.75

1.00

0.25

0.50

X/X

x/x

o

0.75

o

Figure ?. As in Figure6, but for the verticalshearsource/sink
term.
tion was found to be negligibleearlier in this section.
These results also have implications for the importance
of compressibilityin our simulation. Specifically, the
negligible role of pressurevariations in the wave and
eddy fields at large and small scalessuggeststhat the
dynamical effectsof compressibilityare not important
in the evolutionof a breaking wave and the transition to
small-scaleturbulenceeven for motionswith relatively
high intrinsic frequencies.

Instability

localandx-averaged
valuesof {u'w') and (w'O').The
localtransportsare displayedwith (x, z) crosssections
at t-

60, 65, 70, and 75 in Figures 10 and 11. Pro-

filesof the averaged
eddyfluxesare shownin Figure
12. Eddy transportsof energyare not displayedbecausethey are found to be negligiblerelative to wave

(kv = 0) transports.
Momentum

Fluxes

Eddy momentumfluxesariselargelyin response
to

Transports

the local shear environment. In the absence of a mean

shear,wave instabilityoccursnear that phaseof the
Eddy transportsof momentumand potentialtemper- wavemotion in which the wave velocityis a maximum
atureare assessed
in ourmodelresultsby computingthe in the directionof propagation,suggesting
that eddy

Horizontal
t-

shear
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t=65

1.00

0.75

0.50
0.25
0.00

i

i

t-

i

i

70

i

t-

i

75

1.00

0.75

0.50
0.25
0.00

0.25

0.50
X/X

0

0.75

1.00

0.25

0.50
x/x

0.75

0

Figure 8. As in Figure6, but for the horizontal
shearsource/sink
term.
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momentum fluxes should be small at this level. In our

ky=O energy densities

simulations,however,the eddy structuresoccurin the
presence
of significantwaveand meanshearsdue to
their largeverticalextent (seeFigure9 of Andreassen

1.0

t =

0.8

50

60

70

80

8121

90

et al. [thisissue]).At earlytimes,the dominanteddy
momentum
flux, lutwtl, is positiveaboveandnegative
belowthe regionof primary instability(upwardand
downwardtransportsof positivex momentum),due
to the negativeand positivemeanplus waveshearsat

0.6

0.4

these locations and times. Other componentsof the

momentumflux, including(u'vt) and (v'wt), are also

0.2

nonzero, due to asymmetriesin the eddy structures,

but are muchsmallerthan (utwt) andproducenegligi-

0.0

0.750

0.375

0.000

1.125

ble changesin the mean motionfield. The momentum
flux profilesshownwith solidcurvesin Figure12 exhibit
more simply the transitionfrom transportsdue to vortex structuresat early times to thosedue to dynamical

1.500

x 0.0001

kySO energy densities

instabilities

i

1.0

t =

0.8

Heat

90

6O

50

of the local flow at later times.

Fluxes

The eddy flux of potential temperatureexpressedas

(w•8•/ andshownat fourtimesin Figure11 is proper-

0.6

(b)•.
0.4

Figure 9. Profilesof kinetic (solid),potential(long
dashed),
andinternal(shortdashed)
energyfor the (a)
ky - 0 waveand (b) ky • 0 eddymotionsat t = 50,

0.2

60, 70, 80, and 90. The internal energyhas beenmultiplied by 100 in eachcasefor comparisonand clearly
representsa small fraction of the total energy.
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Figure 10. Eddyverticaltransportsof horizontalmomentumper unit mass,(u•w•},in the (x, z)
planefor t - 60, 65, 70, and 75. Positive(negative)contoursare solid(dotted) and contour

intervals
are2.5x 10-4 (zeronotshown).The momentum
fluxreverses
signinitiallydueto the
reversalof the large-scaleshear acrossthe unstablelayer and is negativeat later times due to
dynamicalinstability at lower levels.
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Figure 11. As in Figure10, but for heat. Contourintervalsare 1.6 x 10-4. The initial positive
heat flux acts to suppressthe convectiveinstability within the wavefield, while at later times the
heat flux is negative due to mixing of stably stratified fluid.

tional to the buoyancysource/sinkterm in the eddy
kinetic energy equation. The contoursdisplay more
structure in this case, however, becausethe three major source/sinkterms were plotted on a commonscale
for easycomparison.As discussedabove,the dominant
flux of potential temperature by the eddy structuresis

At lower levels of the flow where dynamical instability contributesto eddy kinetic energyat later times
(seeFigure5 at t > 70 and Figures5 and 9 of Andreas-

upward at early times as a result of the inverted verti-

seenmore clearlyin the flux profiles(dashedcurves)

cal gradientwithin the convectivelyunstablelayer. This
positiveflux persiststo later times at upper levelswhere
the vortex structuresand regionsof convectiveinstability evolve more slowly. Where the vortex structures
have already contributed substantially to stabilization
of the initially unstable layer, however,the flux reverses
and achievesmaximum negative values approximately
half the positivemaximumreachedearlier(seethe transitionfrom t - 65 to 70 in Figure 11).

in Figure 12. The net flux of potential temperature is
thereforehighly sensitiveto the stageof the wavefield
evolution and plays different roles at different times.

1.0

i

i

.

0.8

0.6

5,\f
• =60
I::

?
_

I

senet al. [thisissue]),the flux of potentialtemperature
is primarily negative due to eddy structuresevolving
in a stably stratified environment. This evolution is

Summary and Conclusions
We have presented an analysis of the structure, evolution, and energeticsof the instability responsible
for
the breakingand saturationof a large-amplitudegravity wavein three dimensions.The instability comprises
pairsof counterrotatingvortex structuresanalogousto
the longitudinalrolls in shearedRayleigh-Benardconvection. Vortex structuresare alignedalongthe plane
of wave propagation(a horizontalwavenumberin the
spanwise
direction),are confinedduringtheir initial evolution to the convectivelyunstableregionswithin the
wavefield, and resemblecloselythe spanwisestructures

(with streamwise
vorticity)observed
to developin unstable shear flows. Instability scalesare selectedbased

0.4

onthe depthof the unstablelayerandinstabilitygrowth
rates are large.

0.2

The majorsources
of instability(eddy)kineticenergy
are buoyancy,primarilyat early stagesof the evolution,
0.0
andeddyfluxesof momentumin regionsof strongwave
-0.25
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
and mean shears, primarily at lower levels and later
x 0.001
times. Theseeddy fluxescausea rapid collapseof the
gradiFigure 12. Profilesof eddy verticalmomentum(solid) unstablelayersand restorationof near-adiabatic
and heat (dashed)fluxesfor t - 60, 65, 70, and 75.
entswithin the wavefield. Eddy energyflux (pressure
I

I
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work) and pressure-source
terms,in contrast,are neg- Busse,F. H., and R. M. Clever, Instabilities of convection rolls in a fluid of moderate Prandtl number, J.
Fluid Mech., 91,319-335, 1979.
systematic nonlinear interactions as wave amplitudes Clark, T. L., and R. D. Farley, Severedownslopewindstorms in two and three spatial dimensionsusing
increase. Followingthe occurrenceof convectiveinstaanelasticinteractive grid nesting' A possiblemechability, however,energyis transferreddiscontinuously
to
nism for gustiness,J. Atmos. $ci., 41,329-350, 1984.
instability scales at transverse wavenumbers dictated
by the depth of the instability. This transfer of energy Clever, R. M., and F. H. Busse, Three-dimensional
convection in a horizontal fluid layer subjected to a
to instability scalesis reversed when eddy fluxes have
constant shear, J. Fluid Mech., 234, 511-527, 1992.
largely stabilized the larger-scaleflow.
The three-dimensionalsimulation of wave breaking Coy, L., D.C. Fritts, Gravity wave heat fluxes: A
Lagrangian approach, J. Atmos. $ci., 45, 1770-1780,
examinedhere differs dramatically from that occurring
1988.
in the parallel two-dimensionalsimulation discussedby
Andreassenet al. [this issue]. This suggests
that 3-D Fritts, D.C., and T. J. Dunkerton, Fluxes of heat
and constituentsdue to convectivelyunstablegravstudies are necessaryto describe adequately the instability structure accompanyingwavebreaking and its imity waves, J. Atmos. $ci., 42, 549-556, 1985.
plicationsfor wave amplitude limits, transports, spec- Gill, A. E., Atmosphere-OceanDynamics, Academic,
tral evolution, and turbulence generation and effects.
San Diego, Calif., 1982.
2-D models with these instability effects suitably pa- Isler, J. R., D.C. Fritts, and O. Andreassen,Gravity
rameterizedmay, nevertheless,describewaveeffectsand
wave breaking in two and three dimensions,3, Vorwave-mean flow interactions in more general applicatex breakdown and transition to isotropy, J. Geotions at larger scales.
phys. Res., this issue.
Jimemez, J., A spanwisestructure in the plane shear
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